FISHING BOAT PROFILE

The 50hp Mariner

gave the 470 a top

speed of 34.5mph.

Little Stinger
Sportcraft Boats has been manufacturing and marketing Scorpion
aluminium boats for a number of years now and offers around 35
different models in the range, this month we look at the smallest.
Freddy Foote spent some time aboard the 470 and
was noticeably impressed
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ertainly there is a growing market trend
in New Zealand towards the larger
trailer boats, with boaters wanting to
venture further afield from their local waters
close to shore. But let’s not forget that there is
still plenty of boating to be enjoyed closer to
home and you can have just the same amount
of enjoyment if not more in a smaller boat.
Back in October/November last year I tested a
pair of larger size Scorpions, the 670 Hardtop
and the 730 Walkaround. This time however
we get back to basics and entry level boating
with the Scorpion 470.
The Scorpion 470 is being bought by a wide
range of people, those who are new to boating,
whether it be a young guy who wants to get
out fishing with a few mates, or a young
family, or by those who are more experienced
boaters and find that to enjoy their boating

they are in need of a smaller, more easily
handled vessel.
The overall layout of the 470 is pretty simple
yet entirely functional as a day tripper/fishing
boat. Forward is a small cuddy cabin that can
come in a variety of arrangements, from foot
rails that stop gear sliding out, to squab
seating and side shelving. The top of the cabin
was fitted with a hatch that was big enough
and easy to get to for an adult, to gain access
to the anchor well to perform anchoring
duties.
The seating arrangement on this test boat was
in the form of two pedestal-style single seats
with storage underneath. However, the seating
options are very much open and a king/queen
style could also be accommodated.

Aft seating was on either side of the transom,
and while this boat didn’t have squab seating
fitted, it is available as an option.
Additional storage space is available via fulllength side pockets that would be able to
house a number of fishing rods, while down
underneath the transom there is storage space,
in this instance taken up by the two tote fuel
tanks.
Access in and out of the boat is great, with the
use of the boarding platform, and with the
accompaniment of a dive ladder as well as the
already fitted grab rail would provide great
access for divers getting into the boat.
Launching and retrieving, as you would expect,
was a breeze, and we found the 470 could be
launched and retrieved easily by one person.

The boarding platform makes access in and
out easy.

Storage is available underneath both seats.
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Extra seating is available aft.
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Launching and retrieval is a one-person job.
The helm is comfortable as well as neat and
tidy.

The cockpit is relatively spacious.

Driving position is excellent both sitting and standing.
Inshore Fishing
While the 470 is ideally suited to calm inshore
waters such as Tauranga’s inner harbour, I
would have no qualms about taking it further
a field on a fine day and venture to such places
as 2 Mile Reef or Papamoa for a bit of fishing.
Driving the 470 was a delight; the seating kept
me snug down below the top of the
windscreen and the throttle control was within
a good easy reach. The dash was plain but tidy,
with enough room for gauges and controls.
Mounted on top was a Navman fishfinder and
behind the dash inside the cabin was a VHF.
Passenger comfort was reasonable with the
placement of a grab rail on top of the cabin
entrance.
The 470 is an easy and fun boat to drive, not
requiring too much trim to get it running
nicely. The 50hp Mariner two-stroke was an
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ideal motor with enough horsepower to get us
up onto the plane quickly and smoothly. In past
experience with other smaller boats I’ve found
that the boats can be over-powered and not
very driveable.
The 50hp Mariner pushed us along to an
impressive 34mph, which makes me interested
to see what a ‘hotted’ up version with a 60hp
would do, and I’m sure it would be a little
rocket. Handling was great for a smaller boat;
I was able to throw it into some tight turns and
put the power down and was not able to get
any prop ventilation. Although I didn’t get to
test the boat in any rough water, I’m quite
confident that the boat would perform well.
It’s obviously not a boat that you’re going to
take out when it’s blowing 20 knots, but if the
weather turned unkind for your return trip
home, it’s sure to bring you back safely.
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Stability at rest for a little boat was quite
reasonable, with two of us managing to move
around the boat surely and safely, and as far as
fishability goes there would be enough room
for two adults to fish comfortably with a
couple of kids.
Sportcraft offers two different packages for
the 470. The ‘base’ package which includes
boat, navigation lights, bilge pump, switch
panel, wiring loom, 4 rod holders, bin seats,
steering, decal’s multi roller trailer, tie down,
registration, warrant of fitness, submersible
lights, canopy, boarding platform, ladder and a
50hp Mariner. The ‘stinger’ package offers
everything in the base package plus a bait
board,
seat
upholstery,
fishfinder,
anchor/chain/warp and side paint for the hull.
Our test boat was seated in between the two
packages with a few options not yet fitted, but
as tested our 470 was priced at $24,250 which
is a pretty good deal if you’re after a multipurpose and safe boat for your young family to
get out on the water.
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